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Purpose/Objective: The technique of placing all three (3) 
reference tattoos on a single position or slice during CT 
simulation becomes a challenge when presented with 
patients with very large and pendulous breasts. This study 
reviews the CT simulation setup and treatment technique 
initiatives employed at SGMC over the years in reducing 
systematic rotational setup errors. 
Materials and Methods: Ten (10) intact breast cancer 
patients with very huge breasts who had undergone 3D 
Conformal Radiotherapy (3DCRT) between August 2011 and 
July 2014 were selected for this study. Five (5) of them 
(Group A) had a reference anterior tattoo placed on the 
sternum during CT simulation. The other five (Group B) had 
an anterior tattoo placed on the sternum and two lateral 
tattoos placed more inferiorly on the sides (for setup rotation 
correction).Using the IView GT system, anterior-posterior 
portal images for the first five fractions of both groups were 
analysed for rotational setup deviations by matching them 
unto reference digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRRs).  
Results: With an acceptable rotational shift tolerance of 3 
degrees at SGMC, 50 portal images were analysed and 
comparism made between the initiatives taken so far. For 
Group A (huge breast with only one tattoo on the sternum), 
an average rotational deviation of 4.43° was calculated with 
a minimum and maximum deviations of 3.5° and 5.0° 
respectively. For Group B ( huge breast with three tattoos- 
one on the sternum and the other two placed more inferiorly 
on the sides), an average rotational deviation of 0.04° was 
calculated with a minimum and maximum deviations of 0° 
and 0.2° respectively. The new initiative (Group B) had no 
rotational errors during setup as compared to the earlier 
initiative (Group A) but requires extra work and careful 
placement of the treatment plan reference position (TPRP), 
during planning 
 
 
Conclusions: While translational errors can be corrected with 
a simple couch shift, rotational errors cannot be easily 
accounted for and therefore exist throughout the course of 
treatment. Such rotational errors represent a systematic 
difference between patient simulation and treatment, and 
the dosimetric consequences need to be carefully evaluated. 
The rotational errors reduced to 0% with the new initiative 
adopted at SGMC in treating huge sized intact breast cancer 
patients. 
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Purpose/Objective: Radiotherapy techniques have evolved to 
improve target volume conformity and enable higher 
radiation doses to be delivered whilst sparing normal tissues. 
Bladder-filling affects target position for patients with 
prostate, rectal and gynaecological cancers and inconsistent 
filling may impact both outcomes and toxicity. 
In our regional centre, the departmental bladder filling 
protocol advises patients to drink 4-5 200ml cups of water 
within 5 minutes of emptying their bladder. After 30 minutes, 
bladder volume is assessed using US and the planning 
procedure commences 45 minutes from start of drinking. For 
patients with prostate cancer, the desired bladder volume is 
200-400ml. For patients with rectal or gynaecological 
cancers, the aim is to be 'comfortably full'. 
